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Account security:  
Protect your Coinbase 
Prime account
Institutional-grade security controls

Two-factor 
authentication with 
a physical YubiKey 
required to access 
your account

Control team 
member 
permissioning for 
enhanced security

Customize approval 
settings for general 
consensus, 
governance, and 
withdrawal 
permissions

YubiKey keeps your account secure
Coinbase Prime requires authentication with a YubiKey before any user can sign in to the account or 
perform other actions such as approvals (consensus) and changing account settings. 


A YubiKey is the most secure type of two-factor authentication. It’s a physical key that the user 
plugs into a computer or mobile device, then taps to authenticate their identity. 


Each Coinbase Prime user receives a YubiKey during onboarding. 

YubiKeys accepted on Coinbase Prime

YubiKey 5 NFC YubiKey 5CYubiKey 5Ci
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Account security:   YubiKey

Choose a YubiKey based on how you access Coinbase Prime

YubiKey 5 NFC (USB-A)

Windows PC 
 (USB-A)

Mobile access

Have an existing YubiKey and want mobile access?

Macs (newer) 
(USB-C)

Keep using the YubiKey 5 NFC

Use YubiKey 5 NFC (Includes 
mobile access via iPhone tap) 

 YubiKey 5C (USB-C) Upgrade to a YubiKey 5Ci

Use YubiKey 5Ci Lightning port 
(iPhone plug)

Use YubiKey 5C

Yes

No

Coinbase Prime Approvals app: 

Gain access to consensus on the go.
Consensus activities are extremely time-sensitive, especially for 
withdrawals. The Coinbase Prime Approvals app gives you the ability 
to view and manage your portfolio in real time. 

Request  a YubiKey by emailing  or your Account Manager.primeops@coinbase.com

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/coinbase-prime-approvals/id1585206434
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Account security:   Permissions

Give permissions to users 

Our platform was built to serve the 
complex needs of institutional investors. 
That’s why we created a three-level 
hierarchy with user roles and permissions 
tied to portfolios instead of organizations 
or entities. 


This provides institutions with the 
flexibility to tailor permissions, roles, and 
consensus settings across their account 
to keep teams aligned.



Hierarchy

Organizations

Entities (legal entities)

Portfolios

Read. Users can view all screens within the application and download activity reports, 
statements, and invoices. Users will not be able to initiate transfers, initiate settings 
changes, or place trades. 


Initiate. Users can begin the process of making a transfer, like a withdrawal, or will be able to 
create an activity, like changing consensus settings. These actions will then need to be 
confirmed with a certain number of approvals. 


Approve. Users can vote on any consensus activity that an Initiator has created, such as a 
withdrawal or a settings change. 


Trade. Users will be able to initiate trades on the Trade page. 


Team Management. Users can initiate changes to add, edit, and remove team member roles. 
These will need to be approved by consensus before taking effect. If a user has this 
permission, they will not be able to access additional screens within Coinbase Prime unless 
they also have the Read permission.

Categories of permissions on Coinbase Prime
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Account security:   User roles

Assign user roles

Coinbase Prime lets you assign each team member a user role. Each role has a limited set of 
permissions. This allows organizations to determine the appropriate level of access for each team 
member. You can customize the permissions for each user role and even create new roles to fit your 
existing workflows.   


To get started, Coinbase Prime Client Services onboards a Team Manager and shows them how to 
invite and remove users and manage user roles. They must authorize changes with their YubiKey 
and the changes are subject to consensus approval. Adding new team members may be subject to a 
delay while we obtain the necessary Know Your Customer (KYC) information. 


Any users with the Team Management permission can assign a role to team members during 
onboarding or from within the Coinbase Prime user interface (UI). Coinbase Prime Client Services 
can also act as an administrator if you don’t want to manage the roles. 


*For additional security, the Initiator and Approver roles are designed to separate the actions an Authorized Signatory can take.

Team 
ManagementTradeInitiateRead Approve

Auditor ---Yes -

-Initiator* -YesYes -

Approver* ---Yes Yes

Authorized Signatory --YesYes Yes

Trader -Yes-Yes -

Full Trader -YesYesYes -

Team Manager Yes--- -

Roles Permissions

25% of the 100 largest hedge funds in 
the world are institutional clients (Q4 2022)
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Account security:   Consensus
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Require consensus for certain activities 

To update consensus settings:


You determine the number of authorized signatories/approvers needed to approve transactions 
and changes to an account. This is known as consensus.

This brings up the Security page, where you can edit your general consensus settings, 
governance consensus, and withdrawal permissions and view personal and organization 
information.


You can adjust the number of approvals needed for various actions within Coinbase Prime. The 
greater the number of approvers needed to reach consensus, the greater the security of the 
account. 

Click the profile image in the top-right corner.

Click the gear icon to go to your Settings page.

Click the Security tab.
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Account security:   Consensus

To edit consensus settings


You can view the current consensus settings, including portfolio name, individual role within that 
portfolio, and number of approver/signatory approvals needed to confirm an action. You can also 
edit the number of approvals needed for a consensus activity. To do so: 


1. Click Edit Consensus.


2. Select the number of approvers to reach consensus.


3. Click Continue.


4. Use a YubiKey to authenticate the change.


5. Once consensus is reached, account settings are updated.


Follow the same steps to update governance consensus and withdrawal permissions.


1
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Account security:   Consensus

Flexible security settings for transfers


You can adjust security settings and consensus protocols for Prime transfers in order to enhance 
security or reduce friction to complete certain transfers. Specifically, this allows you to

 Select security settings by transfer type. Choose different levels of security for each of four 
transfer types: Vault withdrawals, trading balance withdrawals, Vault internal transfers, and 
trading balance internal transfers.

 Customize policies with pre-set notional bands. Transfer policies can now be customized 
based on the notional amount to be transferred, with pre-set bands at $10K, $100K, $500K, 
$1M, $2.5M, $5M, $7.5M, $10M, $20M, $50M, and $100M.

 Choose which transfers require video calls. Clients can now choose the transfer type 
(internal vs. external) and amount that would trigger a video call. As default, all Vault 
withdrawals require a video call if the value is greater than $10,000. 


To update your transfer policies

 Navigate to the “Security page” in Coinbase Prime

 Under “Transfer Approvals,” you can begin to tailor your transfer policies to your institution’s 
needs.


Please note, users with the Admin and Authorized Signatory permissions are the only users able 
to initiate changes, which must then meet general consensus.




Establish allowlists in advance

Allowlisting is a security capability that reduces the potential for harmful security attacks by 
creating a trusted address book for withdrawals. 


Users may add and save trusted addresses to their Coinbase Prime account for future withdrawals, 
simplifying the process of sending assets to these addresses. 


When withdrawing assets off the platform, these addresses will show up in a dropdown menu and 
may bypass additional approvals (depending on the consensus settings for an account). 


For cold withdrawals to addresses not on your allowlist, a video approval will be required to 
complete the transaction.

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com

Account security:   Allowlists
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Disclaimer
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Account. Please consult your Coinbase Prime Broker Agreement and  for additional details.
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